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The Book of F#: Breaking Free with Managed Functional ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		F# brings the power of functional-first programming to the .NET Framework, a platform for developing software in the Microsoft Windows ecosystem. If you're a traditional .NET developer used to C# and Visual Basic, discovering F# will be a revelation that will change how you code, and how you think about coding.

	
		In...
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Composing Software: An Exploration of Functional Programming and Object Composition in JavaScriptIndependent Publishers Group, 2018

	All software design is composition: the act of breaking complex problems down into smaller problems and composing those solutions. Most developers have a limited understanding of compositional techniques. It's time for that to change.In "Composing Software", Eric Elliott shares the fundamentals of composition, including both...
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Facebook CompanionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Experience everything you can do on Facebook


	Facebook has taken the world by storm and just breached the 500 million-user mark as its popularity continues to increase every day the world over. Yet, despite its popularity, many people are not aware of all that Facebook has to offer. This handy, approachable guide shares...
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Ballantine Books.How to Wow: Proven Strategies for Presenting Your Ideas, Persuading Your Audience, and Perfecting Your ImageBallantine Books, 2008

	“The invaluable advice in How to Wow guarantees your success in any meeting situation, from the boardroom to the breakfast table.”

	–Keith Ferrazzi, author of Never Eat Alone

	

	In today’s fast-paced world, where an elevator ride with your CEO can turn into an impromptu meeting, your lunch...
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Windows Server 2008 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If you’re curious, but hesitant, about finding your way around Microsoft’s new Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 For Dummies is the book for you. This friendly reference shows you everything you need to know — from installation and deployment to building and running a Windows Server 2008 network.
...
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Know and Grow the Value of Your Business: An Owner's Guide to Retiring RichApress, 2013

	A woman looking to retire said to author and valuation expert Tim McDaniel, “I need to sell my business for $2.5 million to support my country club lifestyle.” The reality was that her business was worth $750,000. How could she have been so wrong? As McDaniel—a veteran of over 2,000 valuation engagements and dozens of...
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Logo Design Love: A Guide to Creating Iconic Brand IdentitiesNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	There are a lot of books out there that show collections of logos. But David Airey’s “Logo Design Love” is something different: it’s a guide for designers (and clients) who want to understand what this mysterious business is all about. Written in reader-friendly, concise language, with a minimum of designer jargon,...
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Give Them LalaGallery Books, 2021

	USA TODAY BESTSELLER

	

	The Vanderpump Rules breakout star and provocateur brings her signature sharp wit to the page with this collection of humorous and brutally honest essays exploring her rocky road to fame, sobriety, and beyond. 

	

	What does “Give them Lala”...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Advanced Editing Techniques in Final Cut Pro 5Peachpit Press, 2005
In the only Apple-certified guide to advanced video editing techniques, award-winning filmmaker Michael Wohl delivers comprehensive training in the real-world skills that professionals use every day. Working through six hours of superb raw footage on two DVD-9 discs, you'll learn to cut dialogue, action, comedy, chases, fights, interviews,...
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If You're Not First, You're Last: Sales Strategies to Dominate Your Market and Beat Your CompetitionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	During economic contractions, it becomes much more difficult to sell your products, maintain your customer base, and gain market share. Mistakes become more costly, and failure becomes a real possibility for all those who are not able to make the transition. But imagine being able to sell your products when others cannot, being able to take...
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Advanced Photoshop Elements 4.0 for Digital PhotographersFocal Press, 2005
Once you have mastered the basics, this is the book to further develop your skills to get professional results with this affordable software. Under Philips expert guidance you will be taken to the next level, far beyond Elements basic concepts and skills so you can achieve the optimum results from this powerful package.

Philip includes...
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Professional C++Wrox Press, 2011

	Essential reading for experienced developers who are determined to master the latest release of C++


	Although C++ is often the language of choice from game programming to major commercial software applications, it is also one of the most difficult to master. With this no-nonsense book, you will learn to conquer the latest release of...
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